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Auction Review
Sotheby’s New York
17 March
Imperial Cloisonné & Jade
from the Brooklyn Museum

45 Lots, 44 Lots Sold (97% by lot).
Low Estimate: $3.15m, Sold $5.8m.

Important Chinese Art
184 Lots, 143 Lots Sold (72% sold by lot).
Low Estimate - $7.84m, Sold $13.88m.

Lot 8. An important inscribed pale celadon jade table
screen, Qing dynasty, Qianlong Period, 27.6cm high,
sold for $588,700, (estimate $300,000-500,000).

The Hundred Antiques:
Fine and Decorative Asian Art

176 Lots, 148 Lots Sold (84% sold by lot).
Low Estimate - $770,400, Sold $1.36m.
Season Totals. Lots: 405, Total Sold 335 (% by lot). Low
Estimate: $11.76m, Sold $21.04m.

Archaic bronzes, the Brooklyn Museum sale
and fine Chinese furniture define the Asia
Week sales in New York.
With the continuation of the Covid-19 pandemic in the US
and the inability of client travel so far this year, Asia Week
New York held its events online which got under way on 11
March with the opening of Asia Week at the Metropolitan
Museum. Asia Week participants included 6 auction houses
and 29 dealers, the latter held their gallery exhibitions online,
which was accessible via the Asia week website.

Lot 14. An exceptional white and russet jade
brushpot, Qing dynasty, Qianlong Period, 18.7cm
high, sold for $1.35m, (estimate $1-1.5m).

Sotheby’s held its sales on Tuesday 17 March, and were again
organised live online. However this time the video of the
auction was similar to one of their Impressionist and
Contemporary sales, where the live feed filmed the
interaction between the auctioneer and the various phone
bidders in the room who were seated in tiers. This certainly
added to the sense of drama, which was no doubt needed
where there was no live presence in the room.
Lot 15. A large pair of spinach-green jade ‘immortals’
parfumiers, Qing dynasty, Qianlong Period, 24.7cm
high, sold for $806,500, (estimate $150,000-250,000).

The 44 lot sale of Imperial Cloisonné and Jade from the
Brooklyn Museum, began strongly with jades from the
collections of Mrs Walter Rothschild, Robert B
Woodward (1840-1915) and Mrs James Leipner. Lot 8
the important Qianlong period pale celadon jade
screen was the first major lot belonging to the latter
collector to come up for sale. Depicting two scholars
standing on a rocky outcrop, in a mountainous
landscape. With various absentee bidders, an online
bidder and two telephone bidders, it was to sell on the
telephone to a Chinese buyer for $588,700 over the
$300,000-500,000 estimate.
However, it was the group of 8 lots belonging to
Robert B Woodward, that was to prove the most
significant of the sale, selling for nearly half its total
value at $2.59m against a low estimate of $1.41m.

Lot 24. An exceptionally rare and large hexagonal cloisonné
enamel ‘lotus’ baluster vase, Qing dynasty, Qianlong period,
34.7cm high, sold for $315,000, (estimate $250,000-350,000).

The highest selling lot of the group and the sale was lot
14, the exceptional Qianlong period white jade
brushpot, raised on five splayed ruyi-form feet.
Exceptionally carved in the round from a pure white
stone, accentuated in patches of russet staining, the
scene depicted a scholar on horseback in a
mountainous landscape. With one telephone bidder
and two online, It sold to one of the latter at $1.35m
(estimate $1-1.5m).
The second highest selling lot of sale from the group,
was lot 15, the large Qianlong period pair of spinachgreen jade ‘immortals’ pafumiers. These were
exceptionally carved in high relief depicting scholars
on rocky outcrops in mountainous scene beneath pine
trees. With two telephone and multiple online bidders,
they sold to one of the telephones for $806,500
(estimate $150,000-250,000).

Lot 130. An exceptional and rare blue and white ‘floral’ bowl, Ming
dynasty, Yongle period,16cm diameter, sold for $721,800,
(estimate $300,000-500,000).

With slightly more optimistic estimates, the group of 8
lots of cloisonné from the Samuel P. Avery (1847-1920)
collection, did not fair quite as well as the jades, which
sold for $1.21m against a low estimate of $1.1m. The
highest selling lot of the group was lot 24, the
exceptionally rare and large Qianlong period
hexagonal vase. Each face of the bold baluster body
was decorated with a brightly enamelled lotus within a
framework of archaic scrolls below a band of ruyi. With
four telephone bidders, it sold to a mainland Chinese
buyer for $315,000 (estimate $250,000-350,000).
The sale realised $5.8m against a low estimate of
$3.15. with only one lot left unsold.
Lot 193. An important documentary archaic bronze ritual food
vessel, gui, Late Shang dynasty, probably c1072 BC, 28.3cm
long, sold for $5.43m, (estimate $600,000-800,000).

After a short break, the sale of Important Chinese Art got
underway with two groups of Song ceramics which were well
received and helped to achieve the momentum of the sale to its
first highly anticipated lot. Lot 130 was the exceptionally rare
Yongle period blue and white ‘floral’ bowl. With only six other
bowls of this design known, five of which are in museums, it was
with some surprise that Sotheby’s had received an enquiry from
a client that had found the bowl in a yard sale in New Haven,
Connecticut. With one online bidder and three telephone
bidders, the lot was finally knocked down to the head of
department, Angela McAteer for $721,800, well over the
$300,000-500,000 estimate.
After a section of Qing imperial ceramics and jades, the main
highlight of the sale was to come in the early bronzes with lot
193, the the important late Shang dynasty documentary archaic
bronze ritual food vessel (gui). Long inscriptions detailing
historic events on Shang dynasty bronzes are exceptionally rare.
This example described a military expedition of the Shang
against and enemy tribe in the east known as Renfang or Yifang.
This historical event is also described on three other bronzes: a
rhinoceros-shaped zun in the Avery Brundage collection, San
Francisco, a you vessel in the Hakutsuru Art Museum, Kobe and a
yan vessel in the National Museum, Beijing.

Lot 182. An inscribed white jade ‘Guanyin’ boulder,
Qing dynasty, 18th/19th century, 19.7cm, sold for
$226,800, (estimate $10,000-15,000).

The bidding started at $450,000 and climbed to $2.4m with
three telephone and one online bidder. With two telephone
bidders from this point and after more than 15 minutes, the gui
went on to sell to a Chinese buyer for $5.43m (estimate
$600,000-800,000).
Two lots of jades that were to sell well beyond their estimates
were lot 182, the inscribed white jade ‘Guanyin’ boulder and lot
187 the rare Song-Yuan dynasty ‘scholar’ mountain. The former
lot was inscribed with a five column poem and with a date to the
bingshen year of the Qianlong period (1776). With four
telephone bidders and two online, it was to sell online for
$226,800 (estimate $10,000-15,000). With similar bidding
interest on lot 187, this was to sell to a telephone bidder for
$264,600 (estimate $20,000-30,000).
The fourteen lot section of Chinese furniture sold for $1.38m
against a low of $531,000 and the highest selling lot was lot 210,
the 18th century zitan corner-leg table (tiaozhuo). It was an
unusual example being of large size and ornately carved with
European influenced foliage to the apron and spandrels. It sold
for $352,800 ($80,000-120,000).

Lot 187. A rare celadon and russet jade ‘scholar’
mountain, Song-Yuan dynasty, 13cm high, sold for
$264,600, (estimate $20,000-30,000).

Sotheby’s two sales totalled $19.68m against a low estimate of
$10.99m with an average of 85 % sold. With their online sale of
The Hundred Antiques selling for $1.36m on 24 March, this
brought their season total to $21.04m.
Lot 210. A zitan corner-leg table, tiaozhuo,18th century,
168.9cm wide, sold for $352,800, (estimate $80,000-120,000).

Christie’s New York,
18 & 19 March.
Shang: Early Chinese Ritual Bronzes
from the Daniel Shapiro Collection
5 Lots, 4 Lots Sold (80% by Lot).
Low Estimate - $5.08m, Sold $10.13m.

Important Chinese Art from
the Junckunc Collection
86 Lots, 75 Lots Sold (87% by Lot).
Low Estimate - $2.56m, Sold $5.93m.

Important Chinese Ceramics and
Works of Art

Lot 505. An exceptional and highly important bronze ritual wine
vessel and cover, gong, late Shang dynasty, Anyang 13th-12th
century BC, 29.8cm long, provenance: Captain S.N. Ferris
Luboshez, sold for $8.6m (estimate $4-6m).

191 Lots, 169 Lots Sold (88% by lot).
Low Estimate - $6.47m, Sold $16.5m.
Season Totals. Lots 282:, Total Sold 248 (87% by lot).
Low Estimate: $14.11m, Sold $32.56m.
Photographs © Christies.

Christie’s held its sales over two days on 18 and 19 March and
began with the sale of Shang, Early Chinese Ritual Bronzes
From the Daniel Shapiro Collection. All of the group had been
exhibited at J.J. Lally from 14 March to 5 April 2014.
The most important lot of the group and the highest selling lot
of the sale and that week was lot 505, the Luboshez gong. This
magnificently cast zoomorphic vessel was made in the late
Shang dynasty during the Anyang period 13th to 12th century
BC. The quality of the casting is superb and the bright green
patina, especially to the head is particularly striking.
It was acquired by Captain S.N. Ferris Luboshez, USN (Ret’d)
(1896-1984) in China prior to 1949. He was headquartered in
Shanghai after the war and was working for the US
Department of State for the office of the Foreign Liquidation
Commission. With significant interest in this piece, it went on
to sell for $8.6m, well over its $4-6m presale estimate.

Lot 504. A very rare bronze ritual wine vessel and cover,
fangyi, late Shang dynasty, Anyang, 12th century BC, 22cm
high, sold for $1.1m, (estimate $600,000-800,000).

The second highest lot of the group was lot 504, the very rare
late Shang dynasty, Anyang period, 12th century ritual wine
vessel and cover, fangyi. It had come from the well known New
York Chinese collector Mr and Mrs Rafi Y. Mottahedeh and had
sold at Sotheby’s Parke Bernet on 4 November 1978.
The vessel is boldly cast to each side with taotie masks,
confronting birds and dragons on a leiwen ground. This sold
for $1.1m, again over its $600,000-800,000 presale estimate.
Four out of the 5 lots were to sell for $10.13m against a low
estimate of $5.08.

Lot 646. A finely carved white jade figure of a mythical
beast, 17th/18th century, 9cm long, sold for $519,000,
(estimate $100,000-150,000).

After a short break, the proceedings continued with the sale of
Important Chinese Art from the Junkunc Collection. After three
sales of the collection at Sotheby’s the previous two years, it was
Christie’s turn to offer a group of early bronzes and jades from the
collection. The jades dating from the Tang to the Qing dynasty was
the most significant section of the sale. Consisting of 54 lots, 47
were to sell for $4.41m against a low estimate of $1.56m.
The highest selling jade of the group was lot 646, the 17th/18th
century white jade figure of a mythical beast. The animal was
carved in a semi-recumbent pose with its weight on its front legs.
The stone has a luminous quality with areas of russet colour to one
side. With three telephone bidders, it was sold to Michael Bass on
the telephone for $519,000 (estimate $100,000-150,000).
The second highest selling lot was lot 620, the very rare Tang-Yuan
dynasty pale beigish-white yellowish-brown jade miniature figure
of a Bactrian camel. Standing camels carved in jade of this date are
extremely rare and only one other small figure of this type is
known, which is in the Tianjin Musuem. With three telephone
bidders competing for this lot, it was sold to one of them for
$435,000 (estimate $300,000-500,000).

Lot 620. A very rare pale beigish-white and yellowishbrown jade miniature figure of a standing Bactrian
camel, Tang-Yuan dynasty, 6.7cm high, sold for
$435,000, (estimate $300,000-500,000).

One of the most attractive jades in the sale was lot 624, the rare
Qianlong period miniature yellow jade archaistic faceted jar and
cover, fanghu. This vase, despite its small size, successfully
captured the essence of its earlier Han dynasty bronze prototype. It
achieved this through its perfect proportions, the quality of the
stone and its highly detailed carving. Against two telephone
bidders, it sold on commission with the auctioneer at $375,000.
The sale realised $5.93m against a low of $2.56m with 75 of the 86
(87%) lots selling.
Part one of the sale of Important Chinese Ceramics and Works of
Art got underway in the afternoon with a group 36 lots of
Chinese ceramics from an important private New York collection.
The group consisted of ceramics from the Song to the Qing
dynasty and 31 of the 36 lots sold for $1.63m against a low
estimate of $672,000. From the author’s view, the most
interesting piece of the group was lot 715, the very rare
Yongzheng mark and period Ru-type vase. Its short wide neck
successfully counterbalances with its wide compressed
spherical body and the choice of the pale blue Ru-type glaze
works perfectly with this shape. The rim is accentuated by
being in a contrasting white colour and despite being slightly
polished, the vase sold for $200,000 to a telephone against its
$70,000-90,000 presale estimate.

Lot 624. A rare miniature yellow jade archaistic faceted
jar and cover, fanghu, Qianlong period or earlier, 8.6cm
high, sold for $375,000, (estimate $100,000-150,000).

The first important lot of the second day was lot 820, the rare
large scale Kangxi period lacquered and gilt wood seated
figure of Manjushri. Christie’s catalogue note drew a
comparison between this large figure and the smaller giltbronze Yongle representations, as can be seen in the Berti
Lot 715. A very rare Ru-type vase, Yongzheng mark
and period, 17.8cm high, sold for $200,000,
(estimate $70,000-100,000).

Aschmann Foundation for Tibetan art in the Rietberg
Museum, Zurich. The pose is very similar with the sword raised
above the head and the fearlessness gesture of abhaya
mudra with the left hand. However, this figure does not quite
have the narrow swaying torso and slight tilt of the head of
the earlier Ming examples, but it has a sense of strength with
its head straight and with a firm, fixed facial expression. Few
figures of this large size and quality have been published and
it sold well over its $300,000-500,000 estimate to an online
bidder for $1.34m.
The Chinese furniture section of the sale was incredibly strong
this time and 33 out of 35 lots sold for $8.33m against a
$1.78m presale low estimate. The top lot was lot 830, the very
rare and important hexagonal huanghuali incense stand,
xiangji. Illustrated with a detail on the front cover of the
catalogue, it is the only hexagonal stand in huanghuali to
have been published. The quality of the workmanship and
the design is of the highest quaintly and Christie’s
suggested that it likely it would have been a specially
commissioned piece. Each of the elegantly curved legs are
beaded and terminate with ruyi feet and are surmounted
with carved chilong. It sold for to one of the three telephone
bidders for $2.55m, well over the upper presale estimate
($800,0000-1,2,000,000).

Lot 820. A magnificent and very large lacquered and gilt wood
seated figure of Manjushri, Kangxi period, overall height 94.1cm, sold for $1.34m, (estimate $300,000-500,000).

One of the surprising results in the furniture section was for lot
739, the rare 18th/19th century huanghuali kang table, from the
Robert and William Drummond collection and prior to that, the
Arthur M Sackler Collections. Estimated at $40,000-60,000,
bidding was brisk from two telephone bidders going up initially
in $100,000 increments. It finally sold for $1.61m.
The other surprising result was for lot 835, the unusual 18th/19th
century huanghuali round low table from the collection of
Witacre Family Collection. With four telephone bidders and one
online bidder in Hong Kong, it sold to a one of telephone
bidders for a staggering $822,000 against a presale estimate of
$20,000-30,000.
The sale totalled $16.5 against a $6.5m low estimate with 169
out of 191 lots selling (88%). Christie’s totals for the three sales
was $32.56m, against a total low estimate of $14.11m (with
87% selling by lot). This result is a really significant achievement
in the current market, where few buyers are currently travelling
internationally.

Lot 739. A rare huanghuali kang table,18th/19th century, 184.2cm long, sold
for $1.61m, (estimate $40,000-60,000).

Lot 830. An important and exceptionally rare hexagonal
huanghuali incense stand, xiangji, 88.9cm high, sold for
$2.55m, (estimate $800,000-1,2000,000).

Lot 835. An unusual huanghuali round low table, 18th/
19th century 85.1cm diameter, sold for $822,000,
(estimate $20,000-30,000).

Lot 857. An extremely rare copper-reddecorated ‘dragon’ vase, sanxianping,
Kangxi mark and period, 21cm high, sold
for $475,000, (estimate $450,000-650,000)
.

Lot 858. A magnificent famille rose charger,
Yongzheng six-character mark in underglaze blue
within a double circle and of the period, 50.8cm
diameter, sold for $437,500 (estimate
$80,000-120,000) .

Lot 859. A very rare celadon-glazed
‘chrysanthemum vase, Yongzheng mark
and period, 26.4cm high, sold for
$375,000, (estimate $200,000-300,000).

Bonhams New York
15 March
Chinese Works of Art and Paintings
234 Lots, Lots Sold (72% by lot).
Low Estimate - $1.64m, Sold $3.57m.
Photographs © Bonhams.

Bonhams auction of Fine Chinese Paintings and Works of Art
was held on Monday 15 March and was the first sale of the
week.
The sale commenced with a group of 16 lot of of early jade and
hardstones from collection of Robert Youngman. This
comprised mainly archaic animal-form pendants and sold for a
total of $347,000 against a low estimate of $101,300. The
highest selling lot of the group was lot 15, the two Eastern Zhou
dynasty pale celadon green and grey jade dragon-shaped
pendants. Each were carved with S-shaped bodies one with
tight ‘grain’-form coils and the other with a variety of ‘commas’ and
‘grain’-form coils. They sold for $56,562 (estimate $6,000-10,000).

Lot 15. Two pale celadon green and grey jade
dragon-shaped pendants, Eastern Zhou dynasty,
(5th-4th century BC), 16cm wide, sold for $56,562
(estimate $6,000-10,000).

The most significant lot of sculpture in the sale was lot 79, the
rare Northern Wei black stone figure of Maitreya from the
collection of James and Marilynn Alsdorf. This figure is seated
with its legs crossed at the ankles and the right hand raised in
the reassurance gesture of abhayamudra. It sold for $400,312
(estimate $70,000-100,000).
The highest selling lot of the day was lot 86, the rare Song
dynasty white-glazed ingot-shaped pillow with the Qianlong
imperial inscription. It had belonged to the Chicago collector,
Rosalind Ching Pastor. In the incised inscription, the Qianlong
Lot 79. A rare black stone figure of Maitreya, Northern Wei
Dynasty, Longmen Caves, 5th/6th century, 44cm high, sold
for $400,312 (estimate $70,000-100,000).

Emperor praises the beauty and fineness of the pillow.
It had been purchased from the Yamanaka & Company
liquidation sale that was held at Park Bernet Galleries
in 1943 and it was more recently exhibited at the
Honolulu Academy of Arts in 2005. It sold for $882,312
(estimate $50,000-80,000).
A surprising result right at the end of the sale was the
two lots of Suzhou prints. Lot 233, the late 17th century
one by Wang Junfu titled Sui Yangdi Kan Qionghua
depicting Emperor Yang (604-619) in a phoenix boat,
sold for $237,812 (Estimate $12,000-18.000) . Lot 234,
the 17th/18th century print by Wang Xin titled Jinshan
Xinjian Shenjing depicting the famous island of
Jinshan, sold for $125,312 (estimate $12,000-18,000).

Lot 86. A Rare Imperially-Inscribed white-glazed ingot-shaped
pillow. The pillow Song Dynasty (960-1279), the inscribed poem
dated 1746, 21.2cm long, sold for $882,312) $50,000-80,000.

The 234 lot sale totalled $3.57m against a presale low
estimate of $1.64m with 72% sold by lot.

Lot 233. A rare Suzhou print, Wang Junfu, 17th century, 38cm
by 58.5cm, sold for $237,812 (estimate $12,000-18,000).

Lot 234. A rare Suzhou print, Wang Xin, 17th/18th century,
35.5 by 54cm, sold for $125,312 (estimate $12,000-18,000).

